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Shaping
tomorrow today
Portland Fabrication site one of
several around the world turning
hard metal into jetliner parts
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them, but its Dolphin flying boat was
sold in small batches to the U.S. military.
Even Bill Boeing owned one.
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Boeing subsidiary Insitu, maker of
unmanned systems such as ScanEagle,
has grown rapidly during the past
decade and now has a new, specially
designed facility that is making
production faster and more efficient.
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Boeing Fabrication operates sites from
Helena, Mont., to Melbourne, Australia,
to Winnipeg, Canada. Each plays
a role in converting bulky-shaped
metals into flight-critical jetliner parts.
The Fabrication site in Portland, Ore.,
is considered a Boeing Center of
Excellence for machining hard metals
such as titanium.
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political and trade publications.
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Build something
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At Boeing, thousands of employees work
together every day to build a better planet.
Join us in celebrating Earth Day, April 22.
www.boeing.com/environment
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LEADERSHIP MESSAGE
Chris Chadwick
Boeing executive vice president
President and chief executive officer
Boeing Defense, Space & Security

Breaking away
With a new focus and organization,
BDS will leave competitors behind

A

t Boeing Defense, Space &
Security, we are taking our game
to a different level. And in the process,
we are going to make history—with
your help.
The pattern of competition in our
industry is changing, and our future
success will be driven by growth
through innovation, productivity, and
dependable and repeatable execution.
In the midst of this change lies
opportunity. Many of the companies
we compete with are indistinguishable
from one another, in spite of different
strategies, portfolios and marketing
efforts. By differentiating ourselves
from our competitors—by being more
agile, and by delivering what our
customers need, when they need it—we
will separate ourselves from the pack.
To achieve this, we have made
important changes to the structure and
organization of BDS, changes that will
enhance our execution across the full
life cycle of our products and services.
Put another way, we are evolving and
breaking through the complexity that
has built up over time in our processes.

“Create, develop, produce and
support.” That’s going to be our
focus. It is nothing short of a
strategic imperative.
A new organization, BDS Development,
will position us to improve performance
on key development programs
and “break the price curve” for our
customers. In the defense industry,
for example, each new aircraft costs
more to produce than the previous
one. We must break that trend. Our
new organization will help us establish
a firm foundation for operational
excellence that will be a key element
of differentiating Boeing in the
marketplace. And by partnering with
the Airplane Development organization
in Boeing Commercial Airplanes, our
success will be accelerated.
We will develop programs in
a simplified and sharply focused
way. BDS Development will work
closely with Phantom Works as that
organization creates tomorrow’s
products. It will work with Boeing
Military Aircraft and Network & Space
Systems as those businesses produce

and grow our franchise programs. And
it will work with Global Services &
Support as it sustains our customers’
products worldwide. We will continue
to embrace functional excellence and
apply best practices from across the
enterprise. After all, that’s what our
customers expect.
We could not have taken this
strategic step without first shaping
our culture. Throughout the past
15 months we have heightened our
focus on personal accountability
and shared responsibility. We have
increased our emphasis on safety,
honesty, integrity, transparency and
constant sharing across all of Boeing,
starting with ourselves. This approach
sets us apart from competitors
by sending a clear signal to our
customers that “more for less” is
what we deliver, not just what we talk
about. Already, our customers are
responding positively.
We’ve created the environment to
get things done. Our strategy provides
us direction, and will deliver results by
allowing each of us to do what we do
best. Now let’s go make history. n
PHOTO: BOB FERGUSON | BOEING
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SNAPSHOT

Two legends,
one delivery
Cargolux last month took delivery of its 30th
Boeing 747 and marked the milestone with a
tribute to the engineer, Joe Sutter, who led the
Boeing team in the 1960s that designed and
developed the “Queen of the Skies.” The latest
747-8 Freighter for Cargolux has a special decal
on the side of the airplane with the words “Father
of the 747” and a picture of Sutter. “We have built
our business around the iconic 747 and therefore
we wanted to celebrate our 30th direct delivery
from Boeing by honoring the man behind this
magnificent machine,” said Dirk Reich, president
and CEO of Cargolux. PHOTO: KATIE LOMAX | BOEING
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QUOTABLES

“When you take risk,
you’re at the very
least going to learn
something, and you
will empower people
along the way.”
—Darryl Davis, president of Phantom Works, speaking
to a panel about innovation at the U.S. Air Force
Association’s 31st annual Air Warfare Symposium,
which took place in Orlando, Fla., in February.
Boeing News Now, March 8

“We have been
surprised at the size
of the opportunity.”
—Ken Sain, managing director of Professional Services at
Boeing Commercial Aviation Services, on performance
of the Boeing Fuel Dashboard, which automatically
downloads aircraft operational performance data to
help airlines analyze and decrease fuel consumption.
Although Boeing expected total fuel savings across the
fleet of 1 to 3 percent, in early use by 14 customers it
has shown an average 4.5 percent improvement.
Aviation Week & Space Technology, March 2
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Pride
and awe
Passion for aerospace led
this employee to tanker
by meera chander, as told to ed muir

Meera Chander is a Flight Test
Propulsion Analysis engineer and
test conductor supporting the Wet
Fuels Lab for the KC-46 tanker program
in Seattle. In this Frontiers series that
profiles employees discussing their jobs,
Chander explains her love of aerospace
engineering and the excitement of
working on the next Boeing tanker.

S

eldom does a day go by that I don’t
get to see customers in uniform or
Boeing employees who used to be in the
military. Hearing about their experiences
and understanding the important missions
the new Boeing tanker will be called on
to perform for our military is a constant
reminder of how cool this work really
is—and how proud I am to be a part of it.
That pride and awe about what we are
accomplishing keeps me motivated.
This incredible Boeing airplane will
be able to refuel a number of different
aircraft while they’re in flight. But before
that can happen, a lot of testing, in and
out of our labs, is needed.
In the Wet Fuels Lab, we have
representative components of a tanker
that enable us to conduct tests on several
different systems: aerial refueling, fuel
offload, hydraulics and control systems,
to name a few. We can approximate
flying conditions and each day learn
more about the airplane’s systems and
hardware, which is a great asset.
I work with a team of about 10 test
conductors and system operators
to perform tests for program test
directors. We coordinate with them
to determine what data they want to
validate from a particular test, prepare
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accordingly, perform a readiness
review, and then execute the test. After
it’s completed, we package the data
for the test director to review.
There’s so much that goes into
executing a successful test plan, and
so many different people with whom
you need to coordinate. You have to
be resourceful, able to make quick
decisions and be present at all times.
The journey to get here has been fun,
rewarding and certainly educational.
For me, that road started in my seventhgrade science class. We were learning
about the Hubble Space Telescope, and I
was enthralled by the images the telescope
beamed back to Earth. It showed me how
big the universe was and how much there
is to explore, and my love of aerospace
took off. Since then, I took as many
industry opportunities as I could.
In the summer of 2012, during
a college internship at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
Calif., I saw the Mars Rover Curiosity
land on the red planet. It solidified my
belief that aerospace was the industry I
wanted to work in, where we are part of
something so much bigger than ourselves.
Back at school that fall, Boeing offered
me a great opportunity the next summer
to work in Boeing Test & Evaluation
for Flight Test Engineering Propulsion
Analysis. When I arrived in the summer of
2013, I immediately began test planning
and flying on various aircraft. I fell in
love with test and evaluation.
After I graduated from college, I
learned to fly before returning to work
full time for Boeing and Flight Test. I
was transferred temporarily to the Lab
Test side of company, to help out on
the tanker in the Wet Fuels Lab.
I am so grateful to be interacting
with Boeing experts day to day. The
more I talk and work with them, the
more I realize I have so much to learn.
It’s so inspiring to be part of two
phases of such an important Boeing
program, and I can’t wait to see where
my Boeing career takes me. n
edward.a.muir@boeing.com

Meera Chander
HAS WORKED FOR BOEING:

9 months
LOCATION:

Seattle
TEAM:

Boeing Test
& Evaluation
PHOTO: MARIAN LOCKHART | BOEING
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Day of the Dolphin
Production of the Douglas ‘flying boat’ was limited,
but even Bill Boeing owned one
by dan raley

T

he Douglas Dolphin could land
anywhere—on the ground, in the
water and, in the throes of the Great
Depression, on its feet.
While just 59 were built over four
years, the amphibious aircraft made
the most of its limited run for Boeing
heritage company Douglas Aircraft,
demonstrating resilience and versatility
during the uncertain times before
and during World War II.
The Dolphin was flown by multiple
branches of the U.S. military, carrying
weapons and performing search-andrescue operations and border-patrol
missions. It also culled favor with
some of the country’s more influential
families, with last names like Wrigley,
Vanderbilt and Boeing, supporting their
business or sporting pursuits. And it
was designated as the first presidential
aircraft of any kind, made available
for President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
though there is no indication he ever
used the plane while in office.
The Dolphin was the next version
of what was a single luxury air yacht
created by company founder Donald
Douglas, who christened it Sinbad.
First flight of Sinbad came in July 1930.

But its twin engines mounted atop the
cantilever wing took in too much water
while the airplane was operating on
California’s Santa Monica Bay. So it
was redesigned and renamed Dolphin,
with raised engines and retractable
landing gear.
Douglas Aircraft faced many obstacles
with this hand-crafted airplane. In the
aftermath of the stock market crash,
the company doggedly kept the project
alive, largely selling the Dolphin for
military and commercial needs.
Candy and gum magnate William
Wrigley Jr. operated a fleet of five
Dolphins for his Wilmington-Catalina
Airline to ferry passengers the 26 miles
(42 kilometers) to and from the California
mainland and Santa Catalina Island.
The dependable planes made
39,295 channel crossings carrying
213,000 people over nine years without
a mishap. The Dolphin landed in the
ocean, taxied up a ramp to a confined
airport space, and used a turntable
to reverse direction and return to the
water for departure.
“I used to go up on a hill and look
down and watch them fly in as a kid,”
recalled Sid Galley, a retired gas

company engineer from Pasadena,
Calif. “It was so exciting.”
The U.S. Coast Guard put great
trust in the Dolphin to land in high seas
and pull off daring rescues, actions
that mesmerized the public during the
1930s, two resulting in Distinguished
Flying Crosses for the aviators. Initially
supervised by the U.S. Treasury
Department, the Coast Guard took
delivery in 1933 of the Dolphin
custom-built for presidential use.
Military forces obtained 48 Dolphins,
with the U.S. Army Air Corps receiving
24, the Coast Guard and U.S. Navy a
combined 23, and the Argentine Navy
one. For wartime purposes, the planes
were outfitted with machine guns in
the bow and depth-charge explosives
hung on the wings. With smoke
billowing all around them, two Dolphins
were parked inside and one outside a
Navy hangar on the Hawaiian island of
Oahu and each somehow survived the
Pearl Harbor air attack on Dec. 7, 1941.
Just one Dolphin, originally owned
by Bill Boeing that he called Rover,
is believed to be in existence today.
Colgate Darden III, a South Carolina
physics professor, piloted that aircraft a
final time on Oct. 30, 1998, accompanied
by his wife and two friends, before
donating it to the National Naval Aviation
Museum in Pensacola, Fla.
“It was an honor to fly on that
plane,” recalled Bill McAbee, a retired
postal worker from Pelzer, S.C., who
shared in the historic last flight.
While this particular aircraft was
never used by the Coast Guard, it
now carries the military branch’s blue
and gray livery for museum display
purposes, demonstrating once again
the Douglas Dolphin’s ability to land
in any conditions. n
daniel.w.raley@boeing.com

Photo and illustration: (Far left) This Dolphin,
one of the earliest built, was used by the
U.S. Coast Guard from 1932 to 1939. (Above)
An artist’s concept of the same airplane,
shown on the cover of an undated brochure,
was one of 17 variants. BOEING ARCHIVES
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Difference
Insitu’s new Eagle Point facility
has helped employees perform
better and more safely—and
improved the production rate
by eric fetters-walp

| photos by bob ferguson

T

yler Leslie helps build and repair
some of the world’s most advanced
unmanned aircraft systems, and
he and his co-workers now do their
work in Insitu Inc.’s new, specifically
designed production facility.
The new building in Bingen, Wash.,
along the banks of the Columbia
River, offers views of the river gorge
that any visitor would envy. But that’s
not the first thing he mentions when
comparing his former workspace to
the new one. Sometimes, the little
Photo: Wendy Viehmann (clockwise from
bottom right), Quality supervisor, and
manufacturing and repair technicians
Radjesh Azore, Aaron Thompson and Kyle
Westerman inspect Integrator unmanned
aircraft in Insitu’s Eagle Point facility.
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things make a bigger difference.
“The lighting is a lot better than in the
old building, and the floors are much
nicer. It’s much easier to find screws now
when you drop them,” said Leslie, a repair
and production technician for the Boeing
subsidiary that produces the ScanEagle
and Integrator unmanned systems.
While Insitu has grown rapidly during
the past decade, the need to add space
and employees often outpaced the time
needed for a careful facility expansion.
As a result, the company at one point
occupied nearly 30 buildings spread out
on both the Oregon and Washington
sides of the Columbia River. Especially
for the production work, there still wasn’t
enough room, said Ahmad Ziada, Insitu’s
director of production operations. “We
were over capacity at our old production
building. We were using every nook and
cranny there,” he said.
Insitu’s operations now occupy about
half that number of buildings after the
recent opening of the company’s Eagle
Point facility. The company moved
into the new space last summer, said
Jennifer Taylor, facilities director at Insitu,
with logistical and site leasing assistance
from Boeing’s Real Estate division.
Eagle Point includes 120,000 square
feet (11,000 square meters) of production,
maintenance, warehouse and office
space, more than double the space in
the previous production building and
nearly five times bigger than Insitu’s
original production site, Taylor said.
It also is the only LEED Silver–rated
industrial building in the Columbia Gorge
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area, an internationally recognized
certification for best-in-class building
energy efficiency and low environmental
impact. Skylights draw in natural light.
Large windows do the same and offer
panoramic views of the colorful hills
on either side of the Columbia River.
Employees also can take a break on
a deck overlooking the river, on which
many of them wind-surf or enjoy in
other ways when they’re away from
work. The building’s research and
development space includes special
rooms for engine testing that are
outfitted with high-tech air-scrubbing
systems to handle exhaust fumes.
Acknowledging those features are
important, Ziada said the real value
in the new building is how it helps
employees perform their jobs better
and more easily, with less physical
strain on their bodies. The production
space for ScanEagle and Integrator
now is set up for a linear production
flow, much like the final assembly lines
used by Boeing Commercial Airplanes.
“I think we always have had
a collaborative culture, but the
facilities didn’t always allow that,”
Ziada said, explaining that managers,
engineers and production technicians
worked in places that were about a
Photos: (Above) Manufacturing and repair
technicians Obeth Juarez, left, and Sam
Cieslinski install avionics into a ScanEagle
fuselage. (Right) Kevin Block, manufacturing
and repair technician, performs a preflight
inspection of a ScanEagle.
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20-minute drive from each other. At
Eagle Point, managers’ offices overlook
the production floor. “Before, we
couldn’t always get production support
immediately,” said Kevin Block, a building
and repair technician and ScanEagle
floor lead. “Now, when we need that,
we just go upstairs to the offices.”
Parts are laid out close to work
areas so employees don’t have to use
time and energy searching for what
they need. A time-motion study of the
previous production system found it
was much less efficient for employees.
“It was a lot of people going back and
forth constantly,” Taylor said.
Even as more of Insitu’s aircraft
systems are deployed around the
world, the company is making sure
it remains responsive to customers’
needs for maintenance and related
services. The Depot Maintenance
Group takes in unmanned systems in
need of service or repairs, which often
come straight from use in faraway
places, including the battlefield.
“They come in with layers of dirt
and sand,” said Ben Schwartz, a
materials handler, who sometimes
finds himself vacuuming up sand fleas
and inspecting for spiders before
focusing on a vehicle’s repair or
maintenance needs.
Despite this, “Being all together
is the big advantage,” he said of
Insitu’s new facility. “We used to get
shipments in and then have to drive
them to other facilities.”
Wendy Viehmann, a Quality
supervisor for the past six years,
agreed that it’s all making a difference
in Insitu’s production pace. “Things
are moving a lot faster,” she said.
That is vital as demand for Insitu’s
products multiplies as well.
Last summer, Insitu marked the
completion of its 2,000th ScanEagle
aircraft, which together with Integrator
has collectively racked up more than
800,000 operational hours. Meanwhile,
Ryan Hartman, previously senior vice
president of Insitu Programs, took over
as Insitu’s president and CEO when his
predecessor, Steve Morrow, retired.

Most important for the company’s
future, however, was the introduction
of ScanEagle 2, announced late last
year. It can carry more payload, offers
a new navigation system and a sharper,
fully digital video system, as well as a
state-of-the-art propulsion system built
specifically for ScanEagle 2. That is a
first for that class of unmanned aerial
vehicles, Hartman said. At the same time,
ScanEagle 2 is designed for commonality
with all Insitu systems, reducing training,
hardware and operational costs.
Meanwhile, Insitu is ramping up its
Integrator unmanned aircraft line. This
bigger unmanned system can handle up
to 40 pounds (18 kilograms) of payload,
compared with ScanEagle’s 7.5-pound
(3.4-kilogram) payload limit, without a
reduction in maximum flight time.
Only months after completing its
new production building, Insitu already
is considering how to centralize other
parts of its business at the site along
the Columbia River, company officials
said. For now, however, the Eagle Point
facility has ample room for expansion
and flexibility as Insitu moves ahead,
according to Taylor.
“As the market changes, as we change,
our production can change, too,” she said.
“We built a lot of capability here, so as the
business grows, we can grow with it.” n
eric.c.fetters-walp@boeing.com

View a related video at boeing.com/
frontiers/videos/april2015.
Frontiers is interested in reader stories
for future editorial use. Tell us about
your own experience working on
Boeing’s unmanned aircraft systems
at boeingfrontiers@boeing.com.

Photo: Radjesh Azore, left, manufacturing
and repair technician, and Wendy
Viehmann, Quality supervisor, check
out an Integrator aircraft at Insitu’s
recently opened production facility.
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Fabrication’s Portland site
has transformed into a
Center of Excellence
by dan raley

J

| photos by bob ferguson

ohn Iesalnieks doesn’t worry about
the morning commute. Traffic reports
and big backups don’t concern him.
From Boeing Fabrication Portland, where
he’s worked as a machinist for 18 years,
it’s just a few blocks to his front door.
“It’s kind of a small-town feel,”
he said. “I go home for lunch.”

The bustling outside world still
manages to catch up with Iesalnieks.
Awaiting him inside the sprawling plant
each day is titanium mined and roughly
forged in Russia’s Siberian mountain
region and shipped nearly 7,000 miles
(11,300 kilometers) to Oregon’s largest
city. He helps turn it into airplane parts.
Iesalnieks bores holes and hones,
or finishes, them into 737 flap tracks,
which are shiny 4-foot-long (1.2-meter)
pieces that help raise and lower
Photo: Assembler Tuyet Tran installs bushings
in a 787 upper side-of-body chord.
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movable wing sections to control lift
and descent. The work is so precise
the holes can’t have a greater tolerance
than half of a strand of human hair.
Boeing Fabrication operates sites in
such places as Helena, Mont.; the Salt
Lake region in Utah; the Seattle area
in Washington; Melbourne, Australia;
and Winnipeg, Canada. Each plays a
role in converting bulky-shaped metals
into flight-critical jetliner parts.
Portland sets itself apart with its
complex assembly work, dealing with
5,800 different pieces that fit into
350 end items made from titanium,
plus stainless steel culled from France
or aluminum from Ohio and Maine,
according to Bill O’Neill, a senior
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leader at the Oregon plant.
“Portland is considered a Boeing
Center of Excellence for machining hard
metals” such as titanium, O’Neill said.
Located 200 miles (320 kilometers)
south of Boeing’s final-assembly
jetliner plants in Renton and Everett,
Wash., the Oregon city is regarded as
one of America’s most livable places.
Proximity to natural wonders is a big
attraction. Mount Hood is an hour’s
drive away, ocean beaches 90 minutes
away. Residents like to say they can
ski in the morning and wade in the
surf that same afternoon.
“Living in Portland gives you unique
things,” Iesalnieks said. “You have
everything really close.”

The Boeing Portland factory sits
10 miles (16 kilometers) east of Portland
International Airport, offering workers
nonstop views of their craftsmanship
in service. Low-flying jetliners pass
overhead on takeoff or approach for
landing. Inside the plant, big boxlike
machines hum continually, churning
out large, glistening parts such as the
787 side-of-body chord, which helps
connect the Dreamliner wings to
(continued on page 26)
Photos: (Below) A machined 747 flap track is
surrounded by stainless steel chips, which are
recyclable. (Far right) Quality inspector Garry
Frame checks a 737 auto-throttle assembly
before it is shipped to Renton, Wash.
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AT A GLANCE:

Boeing in Oregon
In addition to its well-known and busy Portland
manufacturing plant, Boeing has operations
in Oregon for painting some of its commercial
jetliners, testing unmanned aircraft systems, and
providing parts and software.
At Portland International Airport, Boeing leases
two hangars and employs 13 people to paint 777s
and occasionally 787s, 767s and 747s. The site,
which serves as an overflow paint facility to those
in Everett, Wash., turned out 63 freshly coated
airplanes this past year.
Located between Portland International and the
airport in Troutdale, Ore., is the Aviall Customer
Service Center, a Boeing subsidiary and one of
40 Aviall sites worldwide. Aviall employs eight
people and provides a wide selection of parts such
as batteries, brakes, wheels and hoses.
“We’re like an auto-parts store, only for airplanes,”
said Rich Teza, an Aviall vice president based in Dallas.
The Portland suburb of Wilsonville is home
to an office of Jeppesen, a Boeing subsidiary
with a workforce of 49 local employees who
develop flight-planning software and other
personal-computer applications.
To the east of Oregon’s largest city, and
located along the banks of the Columbia River,
are several sites for Insitu, another Boeing
subsidiary. (See story, Page 16.) Consisting of
800 employees, Insitu builds and tests ScanEagle
and Integrator unmanned aircraft systems at sites
spread throughout Washington and Oregon in the
Columbia River Gorge region. n
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the main fuselage. It starts out as a
5,400-pound (2,450-kilogram) chunk
of titanium, then is milled down to a
fraction of its size. All of the excess
titanium chips are recycled for reuse.
When Boeing originally purchased
the machining facility in 1974, it was
fronted by palm trees encased in clear,
plastic tubing, planted by its California
owners. The trees didn’t survive, but
Boeing has doubled the building space,
adding a state-of-the-art chemicalprocessing center in 2013, and
increased the workforce to more than
1,600, all of this marking the company’s
long-term commitment to Portland.
Relationships are everything on
the spacious 87-acre (35-hectare)
campus, enhanced by an incident- and
injury-free mindset, said Mike Starr,
Boeing Portland general manager.
Turnover is low; apprentices are
groomed for permanent jobs, preferred
over outside candidates.
“It’s 10 times better for us to hire from
within,” said Don Hendrickson, senior
finance and business operations manager.
Starr himself is proof someone can
move all the way through the ranks and
assume Portland’s highest leadership
role. He’s a 25-year Boeing employee
who started out as a liaison engineer.
“One of my biggest motivations
is stability,” Starr said. “There’s a
level of trust here, that people have a
future. Everything looked at is for the
company and the employee. They can
see the possibility of a future job.”
Boeing Portland has vigorously
pursued continuous improvement in
efficiency and productivity to stay
competitive in the global marketplace.
This has taken the manufacturing
plant down an interesting path.
Portland, in consultation with
the University of Kentucky School
of Engineering and its group of
thought-provoking former Toyota
executives, reached a somewhat
surprising conclusion in assessing
plant operations: The employees still
Photo: Tuan Ton, left, and Khem Khuth,
both machinists, load a 747 flap track
onto a gantry mill machine.
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weren’t involved nearly enough.
“The Toyota philosophy is to share
knowledge to make the world a better
place,” O’Neill said. “We had the tools.
We were missing the culture piece.”
The Boeing Portland Production
System was created, incorporating
more people into decision-making and
problem-solving. Communication was
enhanced. Goals were streamlined.
Innovative ideas exchanged.
Today, white organizational boards,
customized to fit different workstations
and often created by the employees they
track, are filled with job directives, sticky
notes or color-coded magnets. Parts
carts come with instructional cards
attached. Tasks are checked off hourly,
helping spot unexpected shortfalls.
Klynn Bragg, a first-line assembly
manager, once logged 10 to 12 miles
(16 to 20 kilometers) per day on foot in
pursuit of parts across the plant, and
wore a pedometer to prove it. She had
masking tape stuck to her wrists, filled
with scribbled parts numbers. Now

she simply takes a few steps to a
screen and checks it for part location
and identification.
“It’s unbelievable, the change,” Bragg
said. “I’ll never outlive the masking tape.
When I retire, that will be my gift.”
Steve Watson, a Boeing machinist
who also works on 737 flap tracks, came
up with a creative solution for using
floor space. He once was surrounded
by as many as 16 parts-filled carts; it’s
four now. The Panama native suggested
stacking things for efficiency.
“This job is great; I have input in
the work—and that’s the best part,”
Watson said. “If you have something
you think can make an improvement or
make things better in any way, you can
bring it up. We’re willing to try it. We’ve
been very successful.”
Since 2008, Boeing Portland’s
on-time delivery has increased from
70 percent to 97 percent, and overtime
pay has dropped from 20 percent
to 9 percent. Both lost-workday and
recordable-injury rates have decreased

by more than 40 percent since 2011.
The site also hit its 2013 and 2014
financial targets to reduce its overall
cost forecasts, Starr said.
The plant has its eye on the future,
too. It offers 28 apprenticeships and
70 internships each year, providing
prospective machinists with training
and full-time jobs if ready and selected.
Once teeming with machine shops, the
Portland area has experienced a decline
in this skill set, necessitating the Boeing
classroom instruction, according to Starr.
Daniel Jones is a graduate of the
program. A machinist, he’s been a full-time
employee for four years after spending
four as an intern. He works on the 777
pilot steering column, which includes the
yoke. He’s grateful for the opportunity.
“I don’t know how many companies
are out there where they pay you
to learn on the job,” Jones said. “I
thought that was a unique situation.”
Typically outfitted in safety goggles,
a Boeing Fabrication T-shirt and cargo
shorts, Iesalnieks spends three hours on
a flap-track part. It weighs 115 pounds
(43 kilograms). He uses a crane to move
the piece from a machine that bores
the roughed-in hole to an area for
finishing work, which he performs
with a hand-held tool.
It might keep the daily commute
simple, but there’s plenty of challenge
inside the Boeing Portland gates.
“We produce components for the
wings, for a really important part of the
plane,” Iesalnieks said. “And we have a
sense of pride that we do high-quality
work here.” n
daniel.w.raley@boeing.com

Frontiers is interested in reader stories
for future editorial use. Tell us about your
own experience working in Fabrication
at boeingfrontiers@boeing.com.

Photos: (From far left) Machinist and team
leader John Iesalnieks operates a crane during
737 flap-track boring and honing; team leader
Chris Lambert, left, and first-line leader Klynn
Bragg inspect a completed 737 flap track.
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Diverse
education
Employees help foster a culture
of diversity and inclusion
by len vraniak

B

efore Robert “Chili” Hicks joined
Boeing, he spent 21 years in the
U.S. Navy, and finished his military
career helping sailors in the Pacific
Northwest learn about programs that
could help their own careers.
Hicks is still helping veterans, only
from inside Boeing.
“One of the things that drives me is
helping veterans connect to what we
do at Boeing,” said Hicks, who came to
Boeing in 2006 and today is a Commercial
Airplanes Quality Core Business
Intelligence manager in Everett, Wash.
Not only do veterans bring many
different and important skills to Boeing’s
workforce, but they are part of the
company’s rich history of diversity—
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one that began when Bill Boeing hired
Chinese-born Massachusetts Institute
of Technology graduate Wong Tsoo as the
company’s first chief engineer in 1916.
Creating and fostering a culture
of diversity and inclusion is essential
for Boeing’s continued success as it
enters its second century of operation,
according to Michael Ford, vice
president of Boeing’s Global Diversity
and Inclusion organization.
“Having a commitment to diversity
means creating an environment for all
our employees and customers that is
welcoming, respectful and engaging,
and it means that all employees have
opportunities for personal and professional
development,” Ford explained.

Boeing employees around the
world are helping create that kind of
environment, Ford said.
Hicks is one. Van Vaidya is another.
Vaidya is based in Dubai in the United
Arab Emirates, where she works for
Shared Services Group’s International
Business Support organization. Originally
from India, she has extensive knowledge
and experience in global cultures outside
the U.S. That’s a good thing, she noted,
“because we have employees from 21
nations here in the Dubai office.”
Vaidya has helped create presentations
with insights and practical advice on how
to work more effectively across the globe.
“I try to be available to present
information to groups who are in

different time zones. So sometimes I’m
making diversity- and inclusion-related
presentations early in the morning or
late at night,” Vaidya said.
Such employee efforts when it comes to
diversity are especially valuable, Ford said.
“When our employees are seen,
heard, valued and respected in all their
diversity, they are much more engaged
at work,” Ford said. “That engagement
translates to better ideas and better
solutions for our customers, which
enables innovation and positions us for
greater success in the marketplace.”
Hicks, for example, volunteered
to be the first president of the Puget
Sound chapter of the Boeing Veterans
Employees Association Affinity Group

(now Business Resource Group—
renamed to strengthen focus on the
business results the groups already help
drive), when the chapter was formed in
2013. Today, that chapter is Boeing’s
largest, with more than 700 members.
But Hicks said it’s less about the
size of the membership and more about
developing one-on-one connections with
veterans, both inside and outside Boeing.
Hicks, along with Traci Fuller,
diversity officer in the Puget Sound area,
gathered a team of Boeing employees
who are veterans to educate employees
about veterans issues, such as posttraumatic stress disorder, and to serve
veterans in the community, through a
mentoring program and by supporting

groups such as Wounded Warrior and
Hire America’s Heroes.
“Chili really pushed us to go beyond
setting up a booth at a veterans career
day,” Fuller said. “He inspired us to get
‘boots on the ground’ and put our people
in front of veterans as much as possible.”
That’s not unlike the work done by
Vaidya that is helping Boeing become
even more inclusive and diverse—but
her boots are virtual. n
len.vraniak@boeing.com

Photo: Boeing employees Curtis Nimmons,
from left, Charlie Conley, Chili Hicks and
Dana Siegel are also military veterans who
help others transition from the military
to the civilian workforce. BOEING
APRIL 2015
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$AVE IT!
It’s never too early to
begin saving for retirement
by ron taylor and della o’halloran

M

ike Arshop, a material analyst
for Boeing Satellite Systems in
El Segundo, Calif., is thinking more these
days about his future after he retires
from Boeing. He’s been planning and
saving for that day for a long time.
Arshop has worked for Boeing and its
heritage company, Hughes Aircraft, for
just over three decades. He’s 56 years old
and would like to retire in about six years.
One of the best things he ever did
to make sure he was saving enough
money to retire, Arshop said, was to
sign up for company retirement plans
as soon as he could. “I want to have
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options when I retire. I know people
who didn’t save and they couldn’t retire
when they wanted to, or afford the
things they wanted to do.”
Pam French, vice president of
Compensation and Benefits, said there
is “no doubt” that starting early is
better than starting later when it comes
to saving for retirement.
“But wherever you are in your
Boeing career,” she said, “one of the
best ways to help make sure you have
enough money to fulfill your retirement
vision is to put some away in the
Voluntary Investment Plan (VIP). Save
as much as you can as early as you
can, but at least contribute enough to
get the full company match.”
Employees can pay into their VIP
accounts on a pretax, aftertax or, if

eligible, Roth basis. In addition, most
VIP participants receive a company
match and most newer nonunion
employees receive an additional
company contribution.
Most nonunion employees hired
before Jan. 1, 2009, will begin receiving
a new company contribution called
VIP+ in 2016 as Boeing moves from
traditional pensions to the enhanced
VIP. To help these employees manage
their retirement savings, Boeing offers
tools and services such as one-on-one
financial counseling from Ayco and, for
eligible employees, the new Retirement
Income Modeler.
Another resource is My Retirement
Income through Boeing TotalAccess.
Arshop uses the site to periodically
check on his investments. He said

How to save
a million
This table shows at each age how
much employees would need to
save annually and what their total
out-of-pocket contributions would be
to reach a savings goal of $1 million
by age 65. The figures are based on
an investment return of 7 percent per
year, compounded annually. They do
not include company contributions
and are not a guarantee.

$1,000,000

total value at age 65

$193,720
out of pocket

$806,280

investment gains
7% over 40 years

$307,050
out of pocket

$692,950

investment gains
7% over 30 years

$471,640
out of pocket

tips
$528,360

• Start now.

investment gains
7% over 20 years

• Maximize the company match.
• Avoid withdrawals and loans.
• Diversify investments.
• Make catch-up contributions,
if age 50 or older.
• Use Boeing-sponsored
tools and services.

annual investment
starting age

he likes the Financial Engines “stoplight”
graphic—green, yellow, red—that lets
him know when he should consider
making adjustments to his investments.
Most VIP participants also have
access to Financial Engines investment
advice, as well as a series of online,
on-demand retirement-themed courses
designed to help them “retire well.”
Retiring well is a top goal for Alyssa
Voightmann, a 32-year-old marketing
specialist with Commercial Airplanes in
Renton, Wash. Although her retirement
is a long ways off, Voightmann said,
with the transition of her nonunion
pension plan just months away, she
and her husband understand they
are more responsible than ever for
managing their retirement finances.
Starting the online courses was just

$4,843

$10,235

$23,582

25

35

45

one of many steps she’s taking.
“My husband and I have regular
discussions where we review our
finances,” said Voightmann, who has
been with Boeing for nine years. “If you
don’t start planning right now and really
start thinking about your desire to live as
comfortable as possible in retirement,
you might be rudely surprised.”
Hemanth Kumar also has worked for
Boeing for nine years. A manager with
Engineering, Operations & Technology
in St. Louis, he grew up in India, where
adult children frequently provide for
their parents in retirement. Saving for
his own retirement was an unfamiliar
concept, Kumar said. Even after arriving
in the U.S., Kumar only gradually started
saving for retirement because he didn’t
see the value in putting away money

that he couldn’t touch for decades.
That changed, Kumar said, when
he got married and had a child. His
co-workers at a previous job convinced
him it was time to start saving—at least
enough to get the company match.
A few years later, when he came to
work for Boeing, Kumar was given a
report on his retirement savings to that
point—and was pleasantly surprised.
The money saved from his previous job
had grown substantially. He eventually
rolled it into the Boeing VIP and has
kept a watch on it ever since.
“If I stick to my contributions I don’t
have to worry about it,” he said. “I may
even call it quits early.” n
ronald.e.taylor2@boeing.com
della.ohalloran@boeing.com
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MILESTONES

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES:

Service Awards:

Boeing recognizes the following employees in April
for their years of service.

01
05
03
15
55 YEARS

55 YEARS
Peggy Mawhinney
50 YEARS
Jose Contreras
Robert Grant
Willard Harris
Frank Sanchez
Arthur Wunsch
45 YEARS
Donald Althen
Thomas Coon
Barbara Markmueller
40 YEARS
Suzanna DarcyHennemann
Matthew Devine
Louis Dieu
Norman Dumlao
Joseph Gallegos
Rickey Keckler
David Motamedy
Velena Norris
Gene Owen
Wayne Pagot
Michael Ploch
Charles Ross
Timothy Stafford
Mark Talbott
Spencer Weaver
35 YEARS
Thomas Adair
Blaine Amidon
Mario Andrade
Ernest Andres
George Apodac
Fredric Arslan
Kenneth Balls
Curtis Barber
John Basantis
Gary Baumgarden
Andy Bender
Michael Bethea
Brian Bilger
Daniel Bone
George Boudreau
Larry Brand
Raymond
Breckenkamp
Karl Brinkmeyer
John Brown
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Daniel Bunke
Michael Burrow
Salvatore Cafazza
Edward Case
David Christman
Paul Clement
Keith Comeaux
Faye Cook
Janet Covey
Phillip Covington
Richard Craw
Lillian Crowell
Douglas Csar
Darryl Doerfer
Michael Domanowski
Richard Domnick
Kathleen Donahoe
James Dugan
Robert Eastman
Daniel Ernst
Nelson Escalona
Kristi Evett
Kimberly Fagan
Mark Faille
Alan Fenstermaker
Tim Finley
Terence Finnerty
Brenda Fitch
Stacy Foster
Marcella Frazier
Mark Garland
Dale Gibson
Douglas Glynn
Kay Grabanski
Carol Greetham
Maryhelen Grover
Gregory Hampton
Lynn Hanks
John Harbaugh
Kay Harper
Gregory Hart
Claudia Heiden
Janett Hilde
Mark Holland
Fred Howard
John Hoxie
Daniel Huff
Jay Huffington
Stephen Hull
Terry Ion
Steven Jacobson
Jeffrey James
Janet Jefferson
Roger Johns

Annette Johnson
Kathryn Johnson
William Jones
Lisa Kaiser
Howard Kawamoto
Richard Kimmie
Steven Kleinman
Robert Krahl
Paul Kreter
Dean Krogstadt
G.A. La Fever
Paul Lam
James Lawton
David Lineback
Glenna Locke
Stephen Marsh
Duane McColgan
Bernell McCormick
Peter McCowin
Richard McCreary
Lynn McLean
Ricky Meisenheimer
Dave Merdinyan
Lauri Meyer
Mark Miller
Michael Miller
Joan Mooers
David Mora
Robert Munson
Steven Murphy
Mary Nesbitt
Minh Nguyen
Robbie Nicholson
Dennis Obrien
Robert Okubo
(recognized
in March)
Mary Olander
Larry Ostrom
Arleen Parker
Kathleen Paterson
George Pavlos
Wayne Pederson
Richard Pegg
Christopher Pennella
Mark Pfister
Bryan Pflug
Donna Price
Richard Rau
James Redmond
Rory Reynolds
Steven Rickerson
Arnaldo Rivera
Thomas Robbins

Kenneth Robinson
Mark Rodine
Cherie Rogg
John Roller
John Rushold
Daniel Scheck
Paul Schnaars
John Schuelke
Eric Scott
John Sebek
Francois Siki
Linda Simon
Shelley Skinner
Norman Smeal
Franklin Smith
Peggy Smith
Richard Snyder
Michael Sobotta
Marc Spane
Norman Steiner
Patrick Taylor
Samuel Teer
Richard Timmerman
Gaylord Tipton
Bezzette Travis
Darrell Trojan
Frank Uhlenbrock
Mary Ulrich
Joseph Vangelisti
Reid Wakefield
Ronald Watt
Harold Weaver
Daniel Wells
Carl Wennlund
Marvin Whitethorn
Harry Williams
Diane Wilson
Michael Wilson
Susan Wilson
Michael Winkler
Thomas Wolf
Martin Woodard
Terrence Wrest
Kathleen Yoza
Richard Ytzen
30 YEARS
Susana Abbatine
Jonathan Adams
Mark Ahrens
Donald Andersen
Carl Anderson
Randolph Anderson
Mirko Andrich

5 0 YEARS

45 YEARS

40 YEARS

170
379
257
35 YEARS

30 YEARS

25 YEARS

Frank Arangio
Elizabeth Armecin
David Armstrong
Elizabeth Atwood
Ronald Backs
Jonathan Baker
Scott Baker
Neil Baldwin
Scott Baldwin
Karen BalgarooManoch
Mark Barnhart
Joseph Barry
Bret Bauer
Dougles Beal
Edward Beiseigel
Dennis Berg
Gary Bergan
Regina Bernardo
Mark Bezinque
John Bingham
Doris Bingo
Joshua Bink
Paul Biolchini
Ronald Bishop
Delbert Black
Douglas Blakeman
Lynda Blankinship
Gerard Bohr
Lorna Bolin
Daniel Boorman
Christopher Bowns
Keith Brodie
Thomas Brooks
Thomas Brown
Mark Bryant
James Buchanan
Holly Burke
Brian Cabelli
Tracy Caito
Randolph Camp
Tuan Cao
Philip Carey
Stephen Carey
Adele Carlson
Jerry Carter
Michael Castillo
Antony Chang
Lilian Chiu
Linin Chong
Alan Christensen
Robert Cifone
Douglas Clemmer
Michelle Colby
Alex Collo
Elizabeth Conn
Patrick Conway
Christopher Cook
Marilyn Cook
Marla Corpus
Susanne Costello
Donald Cowman
John Coyle
Alvie Crisp
Huong Crocker
Virgilio Cubillo

Richard Curtis
Scott Dahlberg
Roger Danneman
Sugriva Darshan
Michael Dascenzo
Fred David
Alfred Davis
Craig De Vight
Tim DeBolt
Paula Delgado
Arthur Dewberry
Karen DeWeese
Patricia Domijan
Leo Dondlinger
Maureen Donnelly
John Dryer
Christopher Dubuque
Teresa Dunn
Scott Dunne
Steve Durand
Richard Earls
Samuel Easley
Elaine Edwards
Edward English
Charles Evans
Michael Feeney
John Ferreira
Kevin Flanigan
Homer Floyd
Richard Fox
Debbie Fransos
Gary Frashefski
John Frolker
Zeida Garcia
Michael Garrison
Melanie Gauthier
Timothy George
Mark Gilbert
Timothy Good
Robert Gordon
Sharon Gordon
William Graham
Sharon Grant
John Graziano
Carlos Grazzi
Maureen GreenwoodHamilton
Scott Griffitts
John Griggs
Sylvia Guevara
Marvin Guffey
Damon Gunn
Eileen Hamamoto
Leana Hamblin
Burque Hansen
Michael Harrington
Pamela Harris
Ron Hathaway
Michael Haughey
Regina Hearn
Leonard Hebert
Rye Hefley
Jane Heinz
Michael Hemmer
Rickard Henderson
Steven Hendrickson

Joe Hernandez
Rosalia Hernandez
Michael Hicks
Ronald Hild
Martha Hogan-Battisti
Irva Holder
Dale Houchins
Mark Housden
Kathy Howard
Eduardo Huarez
Mary Hubble
Kenneth Hudson
Robert Hughes
Dale Humphrey
Huong Huynh
David Hyde
Graciela Ibarbo
Wahid Ibrahim
Scott Ingraham
James Jackson
Robert James
Gale Jamison
Kelly Jenson
Everette Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Michael Jordan
Prakash Joshi
Otto Jozsa
Phyllis Kasten
Kelly Keel
Keith Kennedy
Catherine Keri
Cheryl Khera
Linda Killham
Haeng Kim
Pamela Kingdon
William Kirby
Brian Knapczyk
Thomas Koehler
Andrew Kopito
Sandra Korb
Randy Kraisinger
Patricia Krebsbach
Brian Kuhlman
Brian Kuntz
Catherine LaBerta
Roxanne Laforce
Douglas Lane
Mark Langeberg
James Laurenti
David Lawicki
Jimmy Le
Trong Le
Connie Lewis
Jae Lim
Gary Limesand
John Linn
Thomas Livesey
Anthony Lloyd
James Loh
Amparo Lomas
David Loock
Manuel Lopez
Joan Lum
Kevin Luschei
Lam Luu

Jason Lyons
Momoko Maeda
William Mahr
Cao Mai
Calvin Maki
Mark Mancino
Kenton Manis
Diana Manning
Tonilinn Manning
Lawrence Marks
Loretta Martin
Robert Martin
Steven Martin
Norberto Martinez
David Mason
Donnie Mathison
Craig Maxwell
Kathleen McAniffe
Demetra McCormick
Julie McEnroe
Curt McGuire
Dara McLaughlin
Lisa Meagor
Daniel Meehan
Mark Mehlhaff
Allen Mellor
Larry Menghini
Shahnam Meshkin
Robert Michael
Rodney Miles
Randy Miller
Leanne Milligan
David Mills
Ross Mishima
Pamela Mitzlaff-Rose
Melissa Monroe
Luis Montes-Gonzalez
Sean Moore
Stephen Moritz
Thomas Morr
Nickolas Moskos
Terry Mound
James Moyer
Martha Mullins
Calvin Nagato
Barry Nelson
Brian Nelson
Hung Ngo
Jacco Nguyen
Liet Nguyen
Sonny Nguyen
Thang Nguyen
Tu Nguyen
James Nichol
Cynthia Nickerson
Gary Noel
Kellianne Novack
Victor Nunez
Cynthia Oberst
Bruce Ohrberg
Mark Olague
Shawn Orourke
Mary Pacher
Frank Paisley
Michael Patrick
Gerald Patrone

Francis Payne
David Peabody
Stacy Pearson
Colleen Petersen
Beth Pfost
Noel Phillips
Vincent Piccirilli
Glenda Pizzichemi
David Pook
Frances Portell
Frederick Powell
Bonnie Power
Pearletta Pruett
Kirk Pugh
Michael Rascher
Terry Ratigan
Gretchen Rebold
Robert Reed
Mark Rengstorff
Carl Richee
Bruce Riedinger
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IN FOCUS

Electric arc
In this time-lapse photo, a Falcon 9
rocket carrying Boeing-built 702SP
(small platform) all-electric-propulsion
satellites for two customers leaves a trail
through the night sky after launch from
Cape Canaveral, Fla., last month. The
satellites, the first all-electric to launch,
used a new vertical-stack technology
developed and patented by Boeing that
can reduce launch costs. PHOTO: SPACEX
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767／ 777型機、
そして787ドリームライナー。
日本の空の歴 史は、ボーイングの歴 史でもあります。
60年 以 上にわたる日 本 企 業とのパ ートナーシップ。
最新の787 型機 では、三 菱重工、川崎重工、富 士重 工の3 社が、
主 翼をはじめとする機 体の35％の開発・製 造を担 当。
さらに 数 十 もの日 本 企 業 が 製 造 に 携 わっています。
全ての 壁を超え、絆を深 め、共に 未来を創る。
限りない 空と可 能性が、私たちを待っています。
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